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TIME SERIES ANALYSIS OF MIGRATORY STABILIZATION
A research technique for quantifying individual and group patterns of cyclic
migration, with special reference to sub-Saharan Africa
HOYT S. ALVERSON*
The literature on 'industrialization', 'urbani- total phenomenon of 'urbanization' be ascer-
zation', and 'modernization' in Africa1 is tained and measured,
replete with references to and studies of the - , . ,
kinds of migration that occur among 'rural' O n e r o f t h* ™P°rtant common denomma-
Africans who seek work in the industrial t O r s o f m u c h o f ™ r a l-urb ran migration that
sector of their respective nations' economies. 0Ccuurs m™n?. P a r t S ° f eauSt' T s t ' * n d
Such population movements can profitably s o u t h e r n A f n c a l s l t s c y c h c character This
be viewed as phenomena conceptually dis- "f.m r a t h e r s h a r P c o n t r a . s t t 0 t h e l a r«e ly u m :
tinct from (1) the causes of the movement, directional migration that is occurring and
(2) the processes whereby the movement has occurred m North America and Europe
comes about, (3) the processes of the migrant's l n th,e l a s t two centunes. Cyclic migration
incorporation into the social and cultural simply means that the yast maj on ty of geo-
systems of urban areas, and (4) the kinds and g r a P h i c a % m°bile P">& return home after
degrees of behavioural and attitudinal s o m e T ? , - 1 " ^ I *"*•,. ^ ,
changes that accompany adjustment of concept stabilization , refers to the tendency
individuals to a new style of life. Taken °f individuals or groups to cease this travel
+~™+i™ 4.u^ _u «„ „ • . „ „ „ ± between two points and settle permanently
together these phenomena are components . -™ , ,. • • - i • ±. *
of what is often called 'urbanization' or ™ °"e ' The definition given to this term by
'urban-industrialization'. In this paper I J-Clyde Mxtchell
 1S as foUows. stabilization
. „ 4. +„ t. „ xrt u -,„ cn „• i refers to the extent to which individuals
want to present a technique for rigorously , . . . „ , .
A r • • J- -J i J • *• cease to return to the point of onein of their
quantifying individual and group variations . . . . . . .
 x , t , , ?
in the patterning of the physical movement **&****: >* ^  a statement of the change-
of people between rural and urban and/or ° v e r f r o m t h e ^cula ion of people between
industrial areas. Only by having well- ^vm and country to their permanent settle-
defined parameters of variation, with appro- i n o w n '
priate statistics for each, can the relation- In the case of uni-directional migration,
ships among the many dimensions of the the extent of population movement is
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measured simply by enumerating the popu- exposure to the urban milieu. Second, the
Iation in given localities at two points in index in no way gives a clue as to the pat-
time. Total gains or losses, not attributable terning of the distribution of time spent in
to natural increase or decrease, as a function town: e.g. when individuals first leave for
of both time and total population is a fairly town, how long they stay each visit, how
safe estimate of population movement. Cyclic frequently they return, etc. Numerous other
migration cannot be measured by such a criticisms could be made, but they are not
procedure. Obviously a continuous circular necessary to prove the index to be a trivial
movement of people could disguise mobility one.
in any given locale by maintaining the popu- Mitchell has proposed an index 4 which he
Iation level constant. Stabilization as defined believes takes account of these objections:
is a function of the degree of cessation of .
 x - , -
i* 2. T AT- • years in town since age 15
 nn ^ . . ,
cyclic movement. In Africa, increases in city J —-—: - x i00. This index
population have often been regarded zsprima y e a r s l i v e d S l n c e a&e 1 5
facie evidence of stabilization. A measure- takes account of the age at which individuals
ment which will reflect the amount and dis- typically leave rural areas in search of indus-
tribution of time spent in town as opposed trial work. It is a measure of industrial or
to that spent in rural areas, would be by urban experience as a function of total work
definition an estimate of stabilization.3 experience. The index is weak, nevertheless,
Several schemes have appeared in the in two important ways. First, it does not
literature for measuring migration and/or account for the factor of absolute time. Any-
stabilization. These indices have taken pat- one who leaves the reserve at an age other
terns both of individual movement and those than 15 can have a very different length of
of groups as data for description. For exam- stay in town from that of an individual who
pie, a technique commonly used in Africa left at age 15, yet both could have the same
and elsewhere for measuring or estimating stabilization score. Thus an individual in
stabilization is: the percentage of some town since age 16 who is 18 at the time of
population having spent respectively 5, 10, ascertainment has the same index, (67), as
15, 20, . . . N years away from their rural an individual in town since age 25 who is 45
homes, i.e. in town. Presumably the percen- at the time of ascertainment. Second, this
tages are weighted by the number of years index provides no information about the
in each category, and a composite index for patterning of the distribution of time
the total population is obtained. While such between rural and urban areas,
data is easy to collect, the index is virtually The first objection, to the Mitchell index
meaningless, in that it confounds several could be overcome by simply weighting the
independent aspects of possible group as well obtained result by the absolute age of the
as individual differences. First, the index individual. This would then reflect the abso-
fails to account for either individual absolute lute time spent in town. The second and
age or the age 'pyramid' of the group. If the most important weakness cannot be over-
number of years spent in town is a constant come by simple weighting procedures. An
fraction of age lived, then group differences entirely different technique is apparently
could be attributable solely to differences in called for.
the age structure and not to differences in The major deficiency in the indices of
3
 The terra 'stabilization' as used in this paper means simply the degree of population movement and nothing
more. The term has no necessary implications for 'commitment' to urban life. Becoming stabilized to town
life means spending longer periods of time there.
* J. Clyde Mitchell, 'Urbanization', p. 705.
stabilization is their static description. By time period covered by the curve or curve
taking total accumulated time spent in town segment. More exactly, the slope of any
as a percentage of total time lived or total curve or curve segment is isomorphic with
time spent working, one disguises the very the rate at which time spent in urban areas
important information of how time between is accumulating, relative to total time
town and rural area has been distributed. An elapsing. Further, the height of the curve at
individual, for example, who after the age of any point (i.e. on the Y axis) gives the total
\o alternately spent one year m town and time spent in town up to that point in time
one year m the country for a period of 50 As is apparent from Graph no. 1, a line
years would have the same stabilization with a slope of 45 degrees (i.e. a line repre-
mdex (using any of the proposed formulae) senting the equation x=y) provides the limit
as an individual who after turning 15 went on the value y can take in respect to x. That
to town stayed there 25 years, then returned is to say, the maximum amount of time a
home where he remained another 25 years person can spend in town is all the time he is
to the time of ascertainment. alive. Conversely, a line with a slope of 0
It is both intuitively obvious and empiri- degrees represents the minimum time a
caily quite tenable that the patterning in an person may spend in town proportional to
individual's migrations may be of more value total time elapsing.
in predicting and/or understanding his posi- We may obtain the slope of a line or the
tion on other dimensions of commitment to amplitude of an angle by simply dividing the
or involvement in urban-industrial life, than length of the side of the right triangle oppo-
would be knowledge of the amount of time site the angle to be measured by the base
he has spent in town. side adjacent to this angle. Thus, to measure
To obtain this data, the life span of the t h e s l o P e o f a n y segment of an obtained
individual from some agreed base age is c u r v e» w e divide {y^—y^j by (*2—*i)> where
divided arbitrarily into three-year intervals xv JVi anc* xz> Ji represent respectively two
—or any other sized intervals desired; the points falling on the curve. (See this problem
smaller the better. This ordinal scale shall diagrammed on Graph no. 1.) The line join-
be one of the co-ordinates of a graph. (See m S these two points has the slope of the
Graph no. 1.) The other co-ordinate shall quotient of the first equation. To obtain the
consist of a cumulative scale of the sum of proportion of time spent in town, we find
time that is or has been spent in town. In the proportion of any obtained slope to the
Graph no. 1 the axis of abscissas (X) is the maximum slope. Hence,
age of the individual cumulatively plotted; tv _ v \ / / , •»
the axis of ordinates (Y) is the years spent / _ \ •=" (, 2~^\ ,=P=proportion
in town cumulatively plotted. **2 xv '* 2~ * i)
For each individual the proportion of time °f time spent in town, where the divisor is
spent in town during each three-year interval the maximum slope and the dividend is the
is ascertained. Total cumulated time spent obtained slope. Needless to say, there are
in town is graphed as a function of total time many ways to obtain the slope of a line or
elapsed. Quite obviously a curve obtained amplitude of an angle. These need not be
for any given subject may be linear, multi- dealt with here, as they are readily available
linear, irregular, etc. In any case the slope in any text on trigonometry or college
of the curve, over its entire length or any algebra.
segment of its length, is isomorphic with the This technique can be adapted to popula-
proportion of time spent in town during the tion studies. One might combine in some
statistic the individual curves, or one mi^ht n« r ™ ^ „« o -n , , ,
. „« „„„,„
l o f Y
confidence the probability that Y will take
. a i r spotated oui r t a ^ * ttt^ ^ r^ sss.^
technique as a measure of correlation or histories in two ways. Since these subjects'
regression we face a definite danger. Since first migrations d / n o t cTme « a toe n
the ageS of individuals in a population will their lives which coincides with an Le^lass
be highly vanable, this will mean that most boundary on the graph one Ne i the rT lc i
or all individuals will be contributing to the the curve from the age of the actual first
data for the early years of life, with fewer migration or from the^ge indicated on the
and fewer individuals bemg represented in nearest lower class boundary^
tne data for later and later years. If this has THA^ f«., A;, f'
a s i g i f i t f f t h r i l^Jr^ZJ^
a significant effect on the v iance int e ^ * a n d f f o ^ / ? ? T t • ? ^
l ™ h Y f°h inCreaSin§ ValU6S °f X' ^ n° S ^ m e n t t cin t c l o ^ " ^
°"f . ^ ! ! homogeneous vanance (homo- robust measures of other d
that exist between the temporal
It is almost unnecessary to emphasize strongly that <nirh
of a m i g r a t o r y c i r cu i t if t h e d a t a is t o h ° S SS
t  t  i  t l  t t i  ^a+o ^«n *• , , ,
of a igratory circuit, if the data is t  h«°S w
 seS  r ^ ^ S ? fU k e p I a ° e &t b ° t h e n d s o r t e r m i n i
' I purposely selected three individuals with iSTe u S S ^ ?• ! ^ ^ ^ Population,
c h i t d l i mi&ratory histones to lif h^ purposely selected three individuals with rather nn,.*,,*! ™;Z~* ^- . "^s*
ai
-
uiy population.
technique to deal with idiosyncracies of any variety ""g»tory histories to exemplify the power of this
dimensions of migration and the intertwined and (b) individual 'transition' in general from
problems of {a) attitude and value change, tribesman to townsman.
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